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1 - Input Flow: labor, claims to exchange labor; land, claims to the “commons”; capital: seeds, tools, implements, knowledge; cash, access to credit, entrepreneurship: ability & willingness to take “risks”

2: Output Flow of “subsistence goods”: food, fuel, housing

*Agroecosystem: physical location of production farmland, hunting ground, fishing ground, communal forest, grazing land, water rights
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3: Production surplus for sale, e.g., cash crops (outflow)

Money payment (outflow) for goods & services:
  a. Consumption goods
  b. Production goods
  c. Taxes, fees, etc.

4: Receipts (money inflow) from sale of production surplus

Consumption goods, production goods, “public goods” (inflow)

**Government, Market
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6: Remittances (Inflow) of cash and goods from, say, the family member currently working in Hong Kong

5
Outflow of cash and goods to, say, children studying in the city
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Village Economy

Extension/s of the Household***

***Member/s of the family who, at the moment, are absent from the household
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